


LADY BAYVIEW REVIEW
 
The Selection Committee asked me to explore getting rid 
of  the outline of Lady Bayview’s body in order to make 
her feel more �owing and integrated into the pier.

They also suggested that a palette of blues would be lost 
in a waterfront site �lled with many native blue tones.

Design Development also revealed furnishings and a large 
metal hinge at the base of the pier which weren’t in the 
original prospectus.



 LADY BAYVIEW REVISED
Removing the background color and spacing out the windbarbs allow Lady Bayview to occupy the 
whole pier with her wind and water inspired patterns �owing underneath furnishings.

She is now rendered in a palette of purples and maroons which complement the site and work well with 
the concrete base. The Universe/Sky circular element at her center is now to be a shimmering midnight 
blue to better contrast with the surrounding concrete base color.

After careful scale studies, her placement will remain mostly where she was before (crossing the approx. 
42” metal abutment/drain at the base of the pier). This layout allows for proper sizing of each element, 
retains the space around her head and invites visitors into the work and pier with the directional pattern. 





LADY BAYVIEW PROGRESS
Lady Bayview is getting ready to join the bid set on 
the India Basin Project. The architects have a scaled 
vector �le of Lady Bayview’s current form to work 
into their drawings and to make some adjustments to 
the layout of the furnishings. I am currently working 
with a fabricator to nail down details of �nishes, spec-
i�cations and color samples to include.

Her new layout without a large swath of background 
color allows more �exibility in the budget  to inte-
grate some nice details like an ombre glass fade (with 
purple and ruby glass aggregate)around the base of 
her neck and hands and for her slightly increased 
size.

PRELIM GLASS SAMPLES




















